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I am designing an app / web-app that will 
promote personal goal setting and give users 
a feeling of accomplishment in outdoor 
challenges. Using the app, users will access 
and follow a plan that improves their 
outdoor knowledge and physical ability to 
tackle the West Coast Trail.    
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Objective Description

For many people, there is a pinnacle of achievement in their given hobby, 
be it Mt. Everest, 120 Degrees or The Grand Portage. Everyone has goals of 
pushing themselves to the limit of what's humanly possible. 

These achievements are possible with the lifetime of dedication put in by 
the professional athletes that accomplish them. With the rise of social 
media, seeing these feats has become extremely easy and encourages 
thousands of people to give these sports a try and push themselves. 

The danger arrises when people take on challenges they're not prepared 
for, whether they know it or not.  

Prepare people to 
tackle appropriate 
outdoor challenges. 
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Objective Macro & Mico

Find an achievable outdoor activity for everyone

Show the value in the mentality that you don’t need to tackle the biggest 
challenge in the world to feel accomplished

Provide a roadmap to reach the “Unobtainable” goals one day through 
practice and dedication 

Teach skills that can transfer into more difficult outdoor challenges 
( map reading, tide tables, hydration)

Take the focus away from pure fitness and make it fun to prepare for 
adventures and get ready for the next challenge

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Macro Level 
Goals

Strike a balance between personal ability and the tools available to 
different users 

Create step-by-step plans that are useable by people of all abilities, to 
provide achievable challenges

Facilitate the learning of new skills that will be benefit users in furthering 
their personal outdoor skills

Build on past skills taught 

Learn from the user what skill level they’re currently at to provide a 
reasonable jumping off point for information

Micro Level 
Goals
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Objective Perceptions

In recent years the perception of outdoor activity has really shi!ed in a 
positive way. More people are getting outside and being active and 
national parks are seeing more attendance than ever! 

People’s perceptions of what is possible has shi!ed to encompass an 
ever evolving number of sports and activities that push the human body 
to the limit. 

With so many things to do its hard to convince people to take the easy 
road, not because it's easy but because it's appropriate 

My goal is to encourage the public to take their time and work up to these 
challenges properly. Taking their time to do things right the first time is 
nothing to be shamed about. 

A!er using the app, users will come away feeling confident and prepared 
to tackle their goals. They will have a plan of attack for the months to 
come and can refer back to it at any time. 

Changing 
Perceptions
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These four personas focus on our primary user, 
two additional users and one anti-persona. 
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User Personas
Diana
“The Indoor Enthusiast was injured hiking 

3 years ago and has had a strong dislike 

of the outdoors ever since.”

Cole
“The solo explorer is willing to take on any 

challenge and they’re looking to gain 

knowledge that will help their adventures.”

Sophie
“The Outdoor Enthusiast likes to 

participate in outdoor activities for 

personal enjoyment and health benefits.”

Kevin
“The Active Parent used to spend a lot of 

time outdoors and is working to maintain 

that lifestyle within their family.”

10
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Users Primary Persona

Sophie
“The Outdoor Enthusiast likes to 

participate in outdoor activities for 

personal enjoyment and health benefits.”

• Goals

•  

•  

•  

Find new challenges

Involve friends in her adventures

Avoid getting hurt or pushing herself too hard

• Motivations

Stay active & feel young

Step out of her comfort zone

•  

•  

•  

•  

•  

Significant other is not as athletic as her

Organizing game sessions with friends

Bring randoms into game sessions b/c core

friends are unavailable

• Pain Points

•  

•  

•  

•

  

It’s important to spend money on quality gear

I want to conquer the biggest outdoor challenges

I love going on  adventures with friends and family 

I’m growing more cautious of getting hurt

• Attitudes

Goals / Jobs-To-Be-Done

Not Important Important

I participate in outdoor activities for the health benefits

Participate with others that share my interests

I’m very willing to step out of her comfort zone

Sophie is a fairly active 23 year old living outside of Kingston, Ontario. From a young age she was passionate about the outdoors and 

attended summer camp every year from 8 to 18 years old. Sophie goes swimming every other day and hikes with friends almost every 

weekend. She feels very confident about her physical shape and wants to build up to hiking the Appalachia trail within the next year. 

She hopes to use this product to set goals for hiking on local trails that can prepare her but that her significant other, who is in much 

worse shape than her, can also handle. Sophie is also concerned about pushing herself too far, having torn her ACL skiing last year, 

and wants to balance her training with safety. 

Goals / Jobs-To-Be-Done
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Users Secondary Persona

Kevin
“The Active Parent used to spend a lot of 

time outdoors and is working to maintain 

that lifestyle within their family.”

• Goals

•  

•  

•  

Share accomplishments with their SO

See more of the area surrounding their town

Feel reinvigorated

• Motivations

Maintain relationships

Do something fun with friends

Challenge themselves

•  

•  

•  

•  

•  

•  

•  

•  •  

•  

•  

Having to be responsible for their child

Scheduling activities around their busy schedule

They have become sedentary over the past few years 

of raising a child

• Pain Points

•  

•  

•  

•

  

Can do attitude

Worried about getting hurt

Unable to invest much money in activities

Extreme sports look awesome

• Attitudes

Goals / Jobs-To-Be-Done

Not Important Important

I want to do group activities

Pushing themselves to their limit

Finding something they can pursue long term

Kevin was always extremely active outdoors, going on backpacking vacations and spending as much time as possible exploring their 

town and surrounding area but his significant other was not. Since having their kid, the amount of free time they've he's to pursue 

these passions has dropped dramatically. Kevin hopes that they can find outdoor activities that give them a sence of achievement but 

are not too challenging that they can't bring their child with them. They're not ready to invest in gear right now so staying close to 

home and getting active little by little is much more achieve-able.

Goals / Jobs-To-Be-Done
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Users Tertiary Persona

Cole
“The solo explorer is willing to take on any 

challenge and they’re looking to gain 

knowledge that will help their adventures.”

• Goals

•  

•  

•  

Expand their personal abilities in the outdoors

Challenge themselves “Live Life”

Improved self reliance

• Motivations

Follow in the footsteps of extreme sports athletes

Show his family he can take care of himself

•  

•  

•  

•  

•  

Going out alone puts him at risk

Doesn't know what he doesn't know

Everyone tries to make activities social

• Pain Points

•  

•  

•  

•

  

My outdoor aventures are a key part of my identity

People are measured by their successes

Asking for help is overrated

I’m going to be young forever

• Attitudes

Goals / Jobs-To-Be-
Done

Not Important Important

Challenging himself

Setting goals and reaching them

Having fun

Cole graduated highschool in 2018 and decided to take a gap year to travel and explore the world. He has always had a passion for 

rock climbing and wants to climb "120 Degrees" before going back to school. During highschool he focused on developing his free 

climbing skills instead of making friends and feels he is a strong climber. He's confident he can achieve his goal but isin't sure how to 

progress there. Cole does not realize how inexperienced he still is and climbing difficult routes makes him a danger to himself and 

other climbers. He needs to find a path that can slowly build his skill while still feeling a sence of accomplishment from the climbs. 

Goals / Jobs-To-Be-Done
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Users Anti-Persona

Diana
“The Indoor Enthusiast was injured hiking 

3 years ago and has had a strong dislike 

of the outdoors ever since.”

• Goals

•  

•  

•  

Content

Content

Content

Work In 
Progress

• Motivations

Personal Satisfaction

Caring for her family

•  

•  

•  

•  

•  

Taking care of kids

Balancing work and leisure

Finances 

• Pain Points

•  

•  

  

I’ve earned my spot here

There isn't enough time to do everything

• Attitudes

Goals / Jobs-To-Be-
Done

Not Important Important

Personal “me” time

Supporting her friends and family

Finding activities her kids can be involved in without her

Diana was injured hiking three years ago and has not wanted to get back into any kind of outdoor activity since. She has a 14 year old 

daughter that recently has gotten very interested in bouldering. She takes her daughter to a local climbing gym three times a week but 

spend most of the time reading a book while her daughter climbs. She has no motivation to participate or even cheer on her daughter, 

saying this is some of the only free time she gets during the day and is going to make the most of it. 

Goals / Jobs-To-Be-Done
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Sophie
“The Outdoor Enthusiast likes to 

participate in outdoor activities for 

personal enjoyment and health benefits.”

Key Information
Not Important Important

I participate in outdoor activities for the health benefits

Participate with others that share my interests

I’m very willing to step out of her comfort zone

Kevin
“The Active Parent used to spend a lot of 

time outdoors and is working to maintain 

that lifestyle within their family.”

Key Information
Not Important Important

I want to do group activities

Pushing themselves to their limit

Finding something they can pursue long term

Cole
“The solo explorer is willing to take on any 

challenge and they’re looking to gain 

knowledge that will help their adventures.”

Key Information
Not Important Important

Challenging himself

Setting goals and reaching them

Having fun

Diana
“The Indoor Enthusiast was injured hiking 

3 years ago and has had a strong dislike 

of the outdoors ever since.”

Key Information
Not Important Important

Personal “me” time

Supporting her friends and family

Finding activities her kids can be involved in without her
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Functionality Interactions

Users will have access to the app from their desktop and mobile 
devices, allowing them to constantly access all their resources. 

Because the goal of this project is to provide users with the tools to get 
out and enjoy the outdoors, having a phone out at all times can be 
counterintuitive. The goal of interacting with this app in the outdoors is 
to enrich your experience or in a health emergency to contact 
emergency services, otherwise the phone stays put away.

Because the app is sometimes used in remote locations, it’s important 
that an internet connection is not a requirement to access information. 
Allowing users to download their program, upcoming lessons and 
activities is key to the long term success of the app.

To accommodate all types of users, the content is provided in multiple 
formats, text, audio and video. This ensures that everyone has equal 
access to these programs and information. 

Interactions will primarily involve users reading content, providing 
feedback in the form of goal tracking and searching for activities. These 
primary functionality make up the backbone of the application as well 
as outline the technical requirements for a backend database, 
individual user profiles and interactive map with overlay.

Interactions & 
Capabilities

16
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Functionality Capabilities

Users can access a variety of functionality through the app, including : 
( Not all accessable at launch) 

• Locate suitable activities for their personal situation 

• View a local map with activity locations overlaid

• Search for specific activities or areas

• Connect to outside sources of information (Youtube) 

• Submit photos and feedback to activity locations

• Share location and safety info with other contacts

• View progression programs that lead up to achieving a larger goal 

• Input and track their progress on a variety of activities

• Connect to personal electronics (FitBit, Apple Watch) 

• Complete program challenges with and in competition with friends 

attempting the same goal 

What can 
users do?
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Deliverables Dependencies

•  

•  

Collaborate closely with users to adjust the service as 

feedback comes in 

Work together with stakeholders to identify gaps in research 

and information gathering

Identify gaps and dependencies 
in promoting accessible 
outdoor recreation.
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Deliverables Deliverables

Pieces of the 
puzzle

•  

•  

•  

•  

•  

•  

•  

•  

•  

•  

•  

•  

•  

 

User Personas

Competitor analysis of existing products

Storyboards anticipating user actions and environments

Journey Map highlighting motivators, pain points and attitude

User Flows through the system

Site Map of the completed product

Variety of use cases

Empathy Maps

Sketches & Paper Prototypes

Wireframes

•  

•  

•  

•  

•  

•  

•  

•  

•  

•  

•  

•  

•  

 

High Fidelity Mockups

Completed Research Report

Partnership with experienced app developer

Development licenses for Android & iOS

Usability Tests following design

Feedback, Feedback, Feedback
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Week 3 Week 4

Research Plan Schedule

Focus
Loose Ends

How?
• Look back at the analysis and see what area’s are lacking 

information 

• Put my solution side by side with the research and ensure 

that every decision has backing and merit 

• Bring the research together in one document that clearly 

outlines key points, areas for further research and what 

was used in the final deliverables

How?
• Reach out to subject matter experts in week 3 & 4

• Prepare interview questions pertaining to the project & 

topics drawn from research analysis

• Use research methodologies to break down reasoning 

behind stakeholder decisions

• Ask “Curious Commands”, questions that encourage users 

to share in-depth information and not vague responses

Focus
Research Analysis 

Focus
Stakeholder Interviews

Week 6

Focus
General Research | Competitor Research | 
Business Feasibility
How?

• Dive deeper into current sources and continue exploring 

new online & physical resources

• Research competing products in the space of “Outdoor 

recreation and self improvement”

• Break out into more unique sources for data surrounding 

outdoor activity such as camps and personal anecdote

• Conduct a business analysis of the problem space and 

reaffirm that this is a problem that needs solving

How?
• Analysis tools such as SWOT analysis, Behavioural 

Mapping, 

Five Why’s, Draw It

• Explore similarities between research and define trends 

and commonalities 

• Compare research findings to original beliefs and track 

how my personal beliefs change

• Determine reasoning behind the research and answer the 

“why” of what gets people outside 

• Compare problem state to a parallel situation to compare 

and contrast

• Schedule may vary as weeks progress

• Interviews are contingent on finding subject matter experts 

that are available to speak with me

• Interviews should be conducted with a variety of users, not 

just subject matter experts to gain a large breadth of insite

• Raw research documentation will be attached with the final 

submission in appendix

Notes
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I explored the topic area of goal setting and personal 
motive as it pertains to outdoor recreation. I conducted 
in-person interviews with 6 stakeholders and combined 
that data with my secondary research. I concluded that in 
order to successfully set long and short term goals, they 
need to be achievable yet challenging. Because of this, 
any product designed in this space needs to account for a 
large variety in users and use cases that push the user to 
expand their horizons. 
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Area of Interest

The research gathered for this project has come from a variety of 
sources including scholarly journals, personal blogs and in-person 
interviews. Reading this report, it is my hope that you will come away 
with a clear understanding of the topic area and the key issues 
surrounding it. Every source provides a unique perspective and insight 
to the complex problem of personal motivation and achievement as it 
relates to outdoor recreation. 

Before exploring down the psychology behind personal achievement 
and motivation, it’s important to understand who engages in outdoor 
activity. In my initial explorations I wanted to learn more about the 
demographics to find the outliers that are not usually considered and 
make sure I took them into consideration as stakeholders. 

This report answered a number of questions I had pertaining to 
personal motivation and reasoning behind outdoor recreation as well 
as exploring the flip side and discussing why people choose to not 
participate in outdoor activities.  

Unsurprisingly, almost everyone engages in some type of outdoor 
activity ranging from hiking to scuba diving. Every year The Outdoor 
Foundation puts out an Outdoor Recreation Participation Report, 
showcasing the diversity and change happening in outdoor recreation. 
The report focuses on the United States and discusses overall 
participation (Which is at a 4 year high), trends, demographics and 
activity types and will show us exactly who the targets of this research 
report are. 

The 2018 Outdoor Recreation Participation Report by The Outdoor 
Foundation highlights a number of key changes in the climate of 
outdoor recreation, including tracking the changes in participation 
numbers each year (Outdoor Rec 2018) : 

26
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Area of Interest

Unsurprisingly, almost everyone engages in some type of outdoor 
activity ranging from hiking to scuba diving. Every year The Outdoor 
Foundation puts out an Outdoor Recreation Participation Report, 
showcasing the diversity and change happening in outdoor recreation. 
The report focuses on the United States and discusses overall 
participation (Which is at a 4 year high), trends, demographics and 
activity types and will show us exactly who the targets of this research 
report are. 

The leaky bucket analysis explains where outdoor participation grew 
from 2016 to 2017. During the calendar year, outdoor activities attracted 
13.6 million participants who tried outdoor activities for the first time or 
returned a!er a hiatus. The loss of participants was slightly less—11.9 
million people stopped participating—which netted 1.7 million more 
participants from 2016 to 2017. Due to the large number of participants 
joining and leaving outdoor recreation, the churn rate increased from 
6.0% to 8.3% (Outdoor Rec 2018)
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Area of Interest

Outdoor participation skewed slightly male. Participants also tended to 
have higher household incomes and have some college experience. 
Almost three-quarters of participants were white Americans, and 65% 
were age 25 and older. (Outdoor Rec 2018)

This information is particularly interesting because it shows the 
historical averages for outdoor recreation but also breaks them down 
into outings and participants. The outlines statistic brights to light that 
while 2018 had the fewest outings since 2010, there are still more people 
engaging in outdoor recreation. This means that while outings are 
decreasing, the number of participants on each outing is steadily 
increasing, showing a growth in group activities instead of solo. 
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Area of Interest

Across the United States, the primary motivation for outdoor activity 
was to get exercise, followed by using it as a social activity. With over 
50% of participants citing this as a primary motivator it’s clear that an 
average person is focused on the opportunity for personal gain in 
outdoor recreation in the form of physical fitness and fitting in socially. 

Much lower on the list at 20% of users is “Develop my skills and 
abilities”. My initial hypothesis was that a significantly higher portion of 
people would focus on the skills and abilities to be able to challenge 
themselves on more challenging terrain but this challenged that belief.

This was a potential point of bias for me because I have always focused  
on improving my outdoor skills with exercise and social factors being a 
secondary concern. 
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Area of Interest

Inversely, the reasons people choose to not engage in outdoor 
recreation were very similar to my original hypothesies focusing 
around prohibitive cost, ability and information. 

The trends between ages paint the picture that as participants grow 
older, they have less free time but are also less willing to participate in 
activities on their own. The reason “I do not have anyone to participate 
with” was unique because it more than doubles from ages 6-12 to 
18-24, highlighting that while young adults are able to engage in these 
activities, due to social norms or personal discomfort they choose to 
only participate in activities in groups. 

The primary factor, expensive equipment, is a concern addressed in a 
following article and is a real problem that has been growing for the 
past 10-15 years. The attitude around needing the latest and greatest 
gear has grown to be detrimental to the outdoor recreation industry.  

30
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Area of Interest

The demographic breakdown shows a unique look at the types of 
activities the majority ethnic groups partake in. For Black, Hispanic and 
Asian ethnicities, they focus primarily on running & jogging, something 
that is very accessible no matter where you live. The white ethnicities 
most popular activity is hiking which is generally more outside of the 
city or town and involves more work to arrive at. 

This breakdown shows a number of overall similarities and brings to 
light the strong similarities that each ethnicity shares. Overall the top 5 
most popular activities are the same across the board but are ordered 
differently, showing that there really is very little difference in activity 
preference. 
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Area of Interest

A weighting technique was used to balance the data to reflect the total 
US population ages six and above. The following variables were used: 
gender, age, income, household size, region, population density and 
panel join date. The total population figure used was 298,325,103 
people ages six and older. (Outdoor Rec 2018)

How the data was collected 

“ During the 2017 calendar year, a total of 30,999 online interviews were 
carried out with a nationwide sample of individuals from the US Online 
Panel of over one million people operated by IPSOS. The total panel is 
maintained to be representative of the US population for people ages 
six and older. Over sampling of ethnic groups took place to boost 
response from typically under responding groups. Data is based on 
Nielsen’s measure of the population in the United States, ages 6 and up, 
which is 298,325,103 individuals. 

The 2018 participation survey sample size of 30,999 completed 
interviews provides a high degree of statistical accuracy. All surveys are 
subject to some level of standard error — that is, the degree to which 
the results might differ from those obtained by a complete census of 
every person in the US. A sport with a participation rate of five percent 
has a confidence interval of plus or minus 0.27 percentage points at the 
95 percent confidence level. 
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Area of Interest

There is a tremendous variety of reasons that people choose to get 
outside, but many of the reasons share a trait of fulfilling goals. Getting 
exercise, experiencing solitude, observing nature, being with friends and 
family, are all very simple goals that can be accomplished just by getting 
outside and doing something. 

The results show that the majority of people going outside are not 
focused on tangible rewards but are searching for awesome 
experiences. These experiences have become a primary motivator for 
people of all ages to get outside and be active. 

A primary method of personal motivation is goal setting and receiving a 
reward, tangible or intangible, upon the completion of each goal. 

The article Enriching Goal-Setting Theory with Time: An Integrated 
Approach by Yitzhak Fried, explores personal & team goal setting and 
time management as it relates to the workplace. Their insight into 
employee behavior brings a unique perspective in relation to outdoor 
recreation. 

When I first found this study, I hoped it could answer a number of 
questions for me.

Is there a difference between telling yourself you accomplished a goal 
and actually accomplishing it?

Do people care about the difference in trying their best and failing vs 
succeeding at something less challenging? 

What is the driving force behind encouraging someone to accomplish 
their tasks?

Will users pursue their goals more diligently if they are competing with 
someone else?

•

•

•

•
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Area of Interest

Yitzhak’s (2004) study defines goal setting theory as: The focus on attainable goals is a concept carried from a number of 
other sources referenced in this report and is in-line with the responses 
received from interviews as well. 

The overwhelming majority of people will not set goals they feel are 
unachievable because we fear failure more than we love success, even 
in the face of overwhelming odds. 

Goal-setting theory states that the expectancy, instrumentality, and 
valence of outcomes will be high if goals are difficult (challenging), as 
well as specific and attainable (e.g., Austin & Klein, 1996; Locke & 
Latham, 1990, 2002). 

Specifically, there is the assumption that behavior reflects conscious 
goals and intentions. Consequently, the expectation is that employee 
efforts and performance in organizations will be influenced by the goals 
assigned to, or selected by, these employees. Theorists argue that, to 
maximize employees' efforts and subsequent performance, 
performance goals should be challenging rather than easy, but they 
should also be achievable.
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Area of Interest

The study by Yitzhak carries this idea of challenging but achievable 
goals into the study of personal growth, stating :

Yitzhak builds on Hackman & Oldham’s theory that individuals have 
unique potential for growth and their goals should be tailored towards 
their individual potential. 

Indivugals setting their own goals have the opportunity to choose the 
attainability of their goals but when in a group, this can shi! towards 
more outspoken members or people with higher “social currency” and 
feel they can make the decision. 

The idea that challenging goals will contribute to higher work 
motivation and performance (as long as they are attainable) relative to 
simpler goals may not always be true but, rather, may be contingent on 
the time context in which the particular goal is being pursued. This time 
contingency is specifically related here to the differential relationships 
between particular goals 

Growth need strength. Some people have strong needs for personal 
accomplishments, learning, and personal development beyond their 
current level. Thus, these people have strong "growth need" (Hackman 
& Oldham, 1980)....It is conceivable that people who are high in growth 
need will be inclined to be involved in non challenging tasks only as a 
learning transitory period, before being given the opportunity to be 
involved in challenging tasks. In contrast, people who are low in growth 
need are more likely to be satisfied with being engaged in the less 
challenging tasks on a permanent basis (Hackman & Oldham, 1980). 
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In situations where a user struggles to set their goals it’s easy to become 
overwhelmed. To assist individuals in properly setting goals that can be 
broken down into achievable chunks, Yitzhak recommends the 
following :  

Goals are a crucial part of personal growth and motivation because they 
give you a reason to pause and reward yourself even if it’s just a mental 
self-high five, setting the standard that when you finish a task you did a 
good job. In outdoor recreation, unattainable goals are commonplace 
and act as a motivator to finally achieve that monumental goal one day.

Yitzhak’s research shows that while unattainable goals are okay to have, 
placing a number of challenging but attainable goals in between you 
and the unattainable is an important step to one day achieving it. 

Goal-setting theory states that for goals to be motivating, they must not 
only be specific and challenging but also achievable or attainable. Once 
again, the relative importance of goal achievability to employee 
motivation and efforts may be mitigated by time. Employees may be 
encouraged to adopt or commit to risky goals with lower likelihood of 
achieving them if the valence associated with achieving these goals is 
high and if the failure to achieve them is considered by the focal 
individuals and their organizations to be temporary and potentially 
correctable in future time. 

For example, knowledge-based organizations typically require 
employees to be involved in innovative operations under which the final 
product itself, the processes of achieving the product, and the time 
frame to do so are all uncertain or blurred (McGrath, 2001). Indeed, the 
objective probability of successfully products.

As indicated, goal-setting theorists assert that a goal will result in higher 
performance if it is difficult, attainable, and specific. However, scholars 
focusing on goal-setting theory have also recognized that the "do your 
best" approach is likely to be more beneficial for performance than the 
specific approach when the task is complex (Locke, 1996; Locke & 
Latham, 2002; Wood, Mento, & Locke, 1987). 

This may be be cause in complex tasks a specific difficult goal imposes 
greater cognitive demands on employees than a situation in which they 
are asked 
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There is a giant difference between goal setting in recreational activities 
for leisure and recreational activities for a professional or other reasons. 
The study Measuring Leisure Motivation: A Meta-Analysis of the 
Recreation Experience Preference Scales by Michael Manfredo explores 
this relationship and provides valuable insight in the development of 
the REP (Recreation Experience Preference) scale, that maps these goal 
states. 

Everyone has different ideas of what kind of activities constitute leisure. 
The previous article from Yitzhak discusses goal setting but I wanted to 
find out if people were willing to set goals in activities they considered 
leisure. I hypothesized that to use an activity as leisure, people would be 
less willing to set concrete goals and go in with the attitude of just 
having fun. I learned more about this in my primary research but the 
initial secondary research shed some light on the subject as well. 

The study takes a large sample size and breaks it down using the REP to 
highlight key demographics, activities and the personal motivations 
most commonly related to each activity :

The goal of this study was to approach leisure as a means to achieve a 
desired goal state. The REP (Recreation Experience Preference) was 
developed for this study to map these goal states and provide a 
summary analysis of the correlation between states. 

The experiential approach suggested that recreation should not be 
viewed merely as an a activity such as hiking, fishing, camping, etc. 
Instead, recreation should be conceptualized as a psychophysiological 
experience that is self-rewarding, occurs during nonobligated free time, 
and is the result of free choice.” (Journal of Leisure Research Volume 28 
issue 3 1996 Manfredo, Michael J.; Driver, B. L.; Tarrant, Michael A.)

According to this view, people pursue engagement in recreation when a 
problem state exists; when an existing state does not match a preferred 
state (Knopf et al., 1973). For example, stress caused by a person 
overloaded with day-to-day responsibilities might motivate that 
individual to choose to go fishing (a recreation behavioural pursuit) 
because it is instrumental in obtaining temporary escape from stress 
and therefore fulfills a motivating force (Knopf et al., 1973; Manfredo, 
1984; Wellman, 1979).
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Leisure time is the time a person can experience something self-
rewarding, it can be literally anything as long as they enjoy it. For many 
people, this can be the outdoors and there are a plethora of outdoor 
activities to choose from. These recreational pursuits are an escape 
from the day-to-day and with proper goal management and a 
competitive spirit, even competing against yourself, it’s easy to 
maintain a healthy balance between the two, while working up to a long 
term goal.  

The following charts  from the LISREL Confirmatory Factor Analysis for 
Recreation Experience Preference Domains and Scales highlights the 
leading motivations behind outdoor recreation. For each chart the 
Domain Factor Loading is the primary piece of information, showing the 
percentage of people that cited that reason as a motivation to get 
outside. 
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The information from the REP scale give a clear look at the statistical 
reasons people engage in outdoor activity but things are not this cut 
and dry for everyone. The article How Small Outdoor Brands are Making 
Adventure Accessible by James Cartwright of Eye on Design, takes a 
more human approach to the changing landscape of outdoor 
adventure. 

James discusses some of the changes he’s over the years and what 
some smaller outdoor brands are doing to make outdoor adventure 
more accessible: 

Getting outdoors once required little more than a pair of sturdy boots 
and a warm-ish jacket—perhaps a hat for the really serious adventurer—
but in the past three decades ads and branding have told us that heavy 
cotton and worsted wool won’t cut it, and technical equipment is the 
way to go. Off out for a day of wet-weather fly fishing? A hydrophobic 
outer layer, a set of Gore-Tex waders, gum boots, and a sturdy pair of 
neoprene gloves are essential. Setting off on a Sunday stroll with the 
dogs? Don’t leave without merino base and mid-layers, a so"-shell, hard 
case, nano-puff… you take my point.

To convince consumers to get all their gear, brands have indulged in 
ever more aspirational marketing, sending ambassadors up the 
Matterhorn to sport this season’s must-have micro fleece, or out to sea 
on a year-long yachting campaign to prove the longevity of a new water-
resistant webbing. These aren’t the type of expeditions you or I will ever 
experience, and a growing number of young, design-led outdoors 
brands are wise to that fact. To nurture our adventurous dreams while 
acknowledging our sedentary realities they’ve sought to create offerings 
that make the outdoors feel accessible once more, without the need for 
200 feet of rope and a team of sherpas.
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What unifies people, really, is heading out with friends, having a 
good time and exploring new places—that feeling of the unknown 
and doing something different from your day job, I suppose. 
Whatever you’re doing, whether it’s climbing a tree or climbing a 
mountain, if you get that little tingle, then that’s an adventure.”
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It is not uncommon for someone going backpacking for 2-3 days to carry 
$10,000 of gear and that only covers the bare necessities. The idea that 
you need the latest Gore-Tex jacket to survive a rainstorm or an 
ultralight pack to carry your gear is damaging the appearance of 
outdoor recreation in the eyes of casual outdoorsmen. 

The problem space is split down the middle between the psychology 
and physical interactions of outdoor activity. The initial proposal of 
providing a framework to build up to large challenges focused heavily 
towards the physical aspect of training but the research I gathered in 
this phase has pointed me towards the reasons behind why people set 
these goals in the first place and what they are willing to do to achieve 
them. 

The accumulation of secondary research was also extremely helpful in 
setting up my interview questions and addressing issues I had not 
previously recognised, such as how users reward themselves for 
achieving personal goals 
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With more and more people getting involved in outdoor activities, there 
is a unique opportunity to  assist them in setting challenging but 
achievable goals that further their personal knowledge and skill. This is 
a great chance to employ service design principles to solve an issue 
affecting people of all demographics. 

Service design is a human-centered, collaborative, interdisciplinary 
approach that uses research, prototyping and a set of easy understood 
visualization tools to create experiences that meet the need of the user. 
(Service Design Doing 2018)

It ties in perfectly with the challenges of goal setting and personal 
accomplishment because while the umbrella of design is limitless, 
service design focuses primarily on creating a lasting positive impact on 
the users. It helps us ask what services should be offered, how will they 
be experienced and even what happens when something goes wrong. 

No two people will solve a problem the exact same way and that’s 
exactly why we as designers are in the perfect position to address this 
type of a issue. 

Designers approach challenges by looking at multiple stakeholders 
points of view and take their thoughts into consideration for something 
they might not even be directly interacting with. This empathy for more 
than just the individual user is what makes looking at this problem 
through the lense of design the best way to approach it. 
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Completing my secondary research I came 
away with 5 main questions I wanted to 
answer with the results of primary research
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How do you structure and track personal goals?

Reading Yitzhak’s article on goal setting, it’s clear that in order to 
successfully progress through goals they need to be challenging but 
attainable.

I wanted to find out how individuals determine what is within the realm 
of “attainable” and how they measure their progress while attempting 
to reach that goal.  

How do you feel when you accomplish a goal 
you set for yourself?

This is a question I’ve had since first starting to explore goal setting and 
personal accomplishment because it’s a very personal response. 

In my initial secondary research I came across a comment by Josh 
Christensen, an olympic Slopestyle athlete that mentioned he could 
never accomplish his goal of being the best even a!er winning the gold 
in the 2014 olympics. 

This made me really curious to see if some people set goals they can 
never actually achieve and use it to push themselves and how they feel 
doing that. 
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Does competition effect your performance?

In a fascinating article by Christina M Frederick, she discusses the 
concept of perceived competition and the effect it can have on athletes.

This led me to question whether a feeling of competitiveness is widely a 
positive or negative effect on the average person's motivations. 

Within sport situations, individuals make judgements about how they 
perceive the competitive environment, as well as evaluating their own 
competitive thoughts and behaviours in the environment. 

Perceptions of competitive aspects of the sport environment have been 
categorized as being either task-oriented or outcome-oriented. 
Individuals who are task-oriented focus on the challenge and process of 
the competitive event, and are typically able to maintain their intrinsic 
motivation. Task oriented individuals give importance to the feelings 
and experiences their activity engagement provides them, regardless of 
outcome. (Frederick 2003)

Do you reward yourself on your successes & do 
you punish yourself in failure?

Building off the information in Yitzhak’s and Frederick’s articles, almost 
everyone challenges themselves but the method of self reward was not 
discussed as an important piece of the motivation cycle. In my past 
experience 

I personally reward myself for completing personal milestones in 
outdoor activities as well as academic projects. I wanted to learn what 
these rewards looked like and how people managed to only reward 
themselves on the completion of a goal and not just immediately. 
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What do these goals look like in your leisure 
time compared to business / work?

Manfredo’s study of leisure time and the distribution of how people 
spend their leisure time was fascinating, but none of the articles 
referenced, discuss the difference in goal setting in a work environment 
where the user may potentially have no say in the goal and personal 
goal setting in a situation where they are the only ones enforcing the 
goal on themselves. 

These five questions were the building blocks of my primary research 
and ended up being much more complex than I initially anticipated. 
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Methodologies

I began by developing a series of questions i felt addressed my primary 
questions coming out of the secondary research phase. These questions 
were :

How do you structure and track personal goals?

How do you feel when you accomplish a goal you set for yourself?

Does competition help or hinder your performance?

Do you reward yourself on your successes & do you punish yourself in 
failure?

What do these goals look like in your leisure time compared to 
business / work?

•

•

•

•

•

Building a survey that answered these questions proved to be a 

challenge. I developed an initial 10 question survey that asked 

specifically about goal setting in outdoor recreation. The questions in it 

were very broad, asking if they considered outdoor recreation a leisure 

activity, how o!en they participated in outdoor recreation and what 

kind of personal goals they had in these activities. I followed up these 

questions by asking them to elaborate on how they reward themselves 

for accomplishing rewards and what kinds of tools they used to track 

their goals & achievements.  

I published this survey on September 27th and posted it on 2 outdoor 

forums, one focusing on backpacking and the other staying very general 

to all outdoor activities and 3 general purpose forums that act more as a 

general discussion board for all kinds of topics. My goal with posting in a 

spread of forums was to reach a  wide variety of users from all 

demographics and with a range of personal experiences in the outdoors. 

Within 2 days I had over 20 responses and I opened the results to take a 

look at what kind of a variety of answers I was receiving. 
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To my dismay, the majority of the responses either skipped the 
extended response questions or le! answers such as “What does this 
mean?” “What kind of rewards are you talking about?”. I realized that 
something I had not fully considered in making the survey was how 
personal these questions are and it can be challenging to even put the 
answers into words , especially for a stranger. 

I had to pivot and adjust the way I was collecting my primary research as 
well as the kinds of questions I would be asking. I had previously 
reached out to colleagues I worked with this summer and in past years 
that had experience in the outdoors from a variety of unique 
perspectives but none of them were able to meet on such short notice. 

I narrowed down my focus for user interviews to a subset of my primary 
potential user base, users who are generally active in their day-to-day 
lives

This narrow focus allowed me to tailor my questions specifically for this 

type of user and to give me the time to not only conduct interviews but 

also analyse the results.  

I conducted my interviews in two locations, the Sheridan College Gym 

and Climbers Rock, a climbing gym in Burlington. I chose these 

locations because I had easy access to both and they attract a variety of 

active people from all demographics. I came prepared with a series of 5 

questions laid out as “Curious Commands”. 

( See interview questions in appendix)
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Curious commands are a strategy outlined by Katie Riley in the article 
“How to ask good questions and level-up your user research 
skills” (Riley 2018) 

My first interviews were conducted at Climbers Rock on September 

28th. I received permission from the staff to ask some of the climbers 

questions as long as I was unobtrusive and didn’t record on the 

premises. 

The condition of not recording posed a challenge for me because I had 

to take notes and participate in the conversation at the same time 

instead of having the opportunity to transcribe notes later.  
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“When you talk to users, your goal is to learn about them and their 
problems; to do that, all you have to do is ask!...Don’t ask a question at 
all; instead, urge the participant to tell you specific information. 

If you’re not feeling totally confident in your interview skills, curious 
commands help you project confidence and clarity. They say, “I am 
leading this conversation, and this is specifically what I want to learn 
from you.” If you seem confident and clear with your expectations, it 
helps the participant relax and start to have a more natural 
conversation.”

Curious commands also help you ask questions that are short and easy 
to understand. When you’re nervous, it’s easy to ramble on and 
accidentally ask a question that confuses the participants. If that 
happens, try rephrasing in a curious command format.(Riley 2018)

While taking notes during the  interviews I had to focus on recording an 
accurate description of the situation and not my personal 
interpretation. I did this by asking a question, focusing on their response 
and then giving them an opportunity to climb while I recorded their 
response and by the time I had recorded it they were back to continue 
chatting. 

This approach, while unorthodox gave me and the interviewees a 
change to think and accurately record information.   
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Affinity Mapping

Following the interviews I tied everything together in an affinity map 
that grouped concepts together to give me an overarching view of how 
the different users feedback fit together. Notes and quotes from the 
interviews started to fall into buckets and it solidified my categories. 
Affinity maps help identify key concepts and patterns that would not 
otherwise stand out from individual interviews. 

I built the affinity map in two stages, first I took my interview records 
and summarized them on to post-it notes that I grouped based on 
behaviours and feelings around a certain objective such as goal setting. 
Then the post-it’s were grouped into buckets and using those buckets I 
looked for potential areas of innovation. 

Working with the data in a physical form such as post-it notes gives you 

the chance to step back and look at everything you’ve collected, see any 

holes and chances for improvement and ties together a number of users 

stories into the same place.
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Results

Due to the nature of the challenge, the data I collected does not come in 
the format of charts, numbers, videos or graphics. 

The results of my research boiled down to a simple conclusion. 

Nobody completely understands themselves. 

Coming into the stakeholder interviews I hoped to discuss how the 

subject approached setting goals, how they stuck with them and what 

happened when they either achieved or failed to complete them. In my 

first discussion with Jordan, a 24 year old Engineer from Waterloo, he 

said “I don’t track goals” and I realized all my assumptions were wrong. 

In a blog post by Ian Crawford, an Executive Coach and the Vice 

President of Client Engagement at The House of Purpose, he discussed 

how many of his clients fail to recognize their success or goal 

completion.  Without this recognition they never realize that completing 

that goal was a positive thing, they merely mentally check it off and 

move on. 
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Name GenderAge Occupation Relationship

Jordan

Mitch

Lisa

Ian

Ali

Amy

24

31 

28

19

22

19

Male

Male

Female

Male

Male

Female

Engineer

Teacher

Mom

Student

Student

Student

 Single

Engaged

Married 

Single

Girlfriend

Single
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Theme 1: Goals are not a universal system

Four of the six subjects did not track “goals” but they each had a 
unique system of setting challenges for themselves they hoped to 
complete in a certain timeframe. However the beginning of each 
challenge was remarkably similar between users. 

Lisa, Mitch, Ali & Jordan all said they only started focusing on a 
challenge a!er trying it and failing or seeing someone else 
successfully complete it. This motivated them enough to set it in 
their minds as a challenge and begin to pursue it. 

This variety of methods showed me how many different approaches 
I need to include inside my prototype and product. There is no 
“correct” way of goal setting, only a number of recommended 
methods that vary in efficiency depending on the user.  

Theme 2: Unachievable goals do more harm than good 

In Yitzhak’s study, he discusses the importance of having obtainable but 

challenging goals, this was a common theme in my interviews as well. 

Five of my six subjects said they didn’t see the point in having a goal you 

can’t achieve. “That’s stressful” (Amy)

In a healthy goal setting environment, people reward themselves on the 

successful completion of a goal. They lose this opportunity when the 

goals have no defined, or even possible, completion point. 

For Mitch, he told me he always had an unobtainable goal, right now it 

was a really challenging climb he wouldn’t be progressing to for at least 

a year and maybe never. Having that big challenge off in the distance 

gave him the motivation to conquer the smaller ones he faced each day. 
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Theme 3: Goals are limitless

Something that was not addressed in any of the articles I read was the 
different scales of goals and their effect on performance. Between my 
interview subjects, the goals ranged from “Get my car fixed” to “Build 
a routine that gives me ‘me’ time and time with my family & kids”.

For Lisa, building that kind of a routine seems achievable and she said 
it’s something she’s been working on for a number of months now. 
Compared to Ali who just needs to drop his car off at the shop for an 
a"ernoon, they’re very different scopes of goals. 

Both answers were giving almost immediately and without much 
thought, show me me that that’s really what their current goal is. 
None of the subjects focused heavily on timelines, instead they just 
said what they want to do and find enjoyable. From traveling to 
europe to graduating, nothing was exponentially more important 
than the others. 
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The personas created in v1 of the project proposal proved to be more 
accurate than I could have hoped for. Out of all my interviews and 
discussions, I encountered 2 Cole’s, 1 Kevin and a Diana that helped me 
build out the anti-persona and update the primary personas with 
additional, factual information. 

The biggest change to the personas was finally being able to fill in the 
anti-persona of Diana and get a better idea of who she is. The other 
personas recieved small tweaks to their attitues and motivations but for 
the most part remained the same. 

Getting this validation that my initial research was fairly on track was 
really motivating and gave me the confidence to put more faith in all my 
secondary research. 

While bringing together the results of this research study, I was 
concerned that I didn’t learn enough “new” things about the area 
because everytihng I found, strongly supported information I recorded 
from journals and articles earlier in my process. 

I have realised that this isin’t a bad thing. Having my current research be 

in line with studys that ran for years and encompased thousands of 

users is fantastic and it shows I’m on the right track for a successful 

concept design.  

Moving into the prototyping phase of the project, I plan to adjust my 

strategy to fit what I learned here. I learned that there is no correct path 

or method of goal setting that works for everyone. By narrowing in on a 

single challenge, in this case the west coast trail, I can provide a variety 

of ways to approach the challenge that cater to each persona. 

Approaching the challenge this way will also allow me to customise the 

types of content delivered through the entire experience a!er 

determining the archtype of the user. 
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I was looking for an overarching theme that could be used to motivate 
a variety of users, instead I found each user has a very personal 
method of goal setting and self motivation and it influenced my 
overall project by showing me I would need to provide much more than 
a single correct way to get through a challenge.  

It became clear to me that this project is about addressing the core 
concepts behind self motivation and accomplishment and then 
applying those learnings to outdoor recreation than focusing on 
outdoor recreation from the beginning. 
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I challenged myself to create a product that addresses the problem area 
of personal goal setting and feeling a sense of accomplishment in all 
levels of outdoor challenges.

My initial approach to gather information with a survey was practical to 
target a wide breadth of users. Using a survey would have given me the 
ability to quantify a concept or response but it loses the discussion 
behind that response. It also allowed me to create a survey and then 
push it public while continuing to work on other sections of the research 
report while the results rolled in. 

Unfortunately, it fell short in giving me the ability to work with users and 
help them understand exactly what I was asking (without writing an 
essay for each question). 

There is a significant difference between what people say on a survey 

and what they do in real life and this can lead to inaccurate responses. 

Additionally, because I started out asking for extended responses in the 

survey to elaborate on a decision, the survey took between 5 - 10 

minutes to complete which is quite a long time for a user to be staring at 

a screen answering questions. 

Conducting interviews and 1-on-1 information sessions with a variety of 

users was, undoubtedly, the correct way to address this problem area. 

How you set goals and the way you react to completing or failing to 

meet them is an extraordinarily personal experience and something that 

most people are not able to easily articulate, let alone write down. 
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The interview went much smoother than my initial survey approach 
because I was able to articulate and expand on the questions I was 
asking. Each person I talked to was extremely friendly and excited to 
answer questions for me but the situations I caught my users in was 
awkward. 

I conducted my first round of interviews at Climbers Rock, a local 
climbing gym. Because they asked me not to record on the premises, my 
interviews became more conversational than direct lines of questioning.

We would take breaks between each questions for me to record notes 
and the subject would o!en climb a route while I wrote down notes on 
the question and then we would continue when they returned. These 
constant breaks made it difficult to maintain a flow of conversation but 
were beneficial in giving the subjects breaks so they were always happy 
to continue talking.   

These challenges continued in my interviews of staff at the Sheridan 

College gym. Interviewing staff that were on duty made it difficult to 

maintain a long conversation because they would need to step away for 

a minute to address a students concerns. 

When conducting interviews in the future, I plan to schedule them in 

advance and arrange a location that allows me to record audio of each 

interview.  

I plan to continue researching into the next phase of the project which 

will give me the opportunity to set up these ideal conditions and 

develop a more repeatable methodology for interviewing. Researchers 

that attempt to replicate the conditions of my interviews would find it 

challenging for a number of reasons including, physical access to the 

locations, trouble interacting with users in an unfamiliar environment 

and not having a full grasp on the questions because a number of the 

conversations dri!ed off topic. 
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The most effective way to increase your 
personal knowledge and skill in any 
activity is to set achievable and 
challenging goals in a competitive and 
supportive environment. 
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People perform at their best when in 
competition and are overall more successful 
when challenged with external motivators I 
am designing a mobile application to give 
users the ability to compete with friends and 
strangers in the completion of goals. 
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The purpose of this prototype is to address specific areas of the 
experience of goal setting as it relates to competition. To find out how 
users feel they perform under pressure and what I can do to better 
facilitate that improved performance inside a mobile application. 

Users will be addressed in person and virtually to identify exactly what 
they feel are the key features of a successful goal setting product. This 
feedback will be based on a series of surveys as well as in-person white-
boarding and sketching to highlight specific ideas. 

It’s my hope that users can discuss how they feel about the integration 
of competition into a goal setting methodology more than the methods 
of displaying this information. Design can be worked on at any point 
but right now I’m focusing on developing a core base of research from 
users. 

The majority of users I’ve interacted with are interested to learn that 
competition is a driver in positive performance. 

Throughout the prototyping process I want users to be excited about 
the possibility of this type of a system and product and to be ready to 
be potential users of the product a!er they’ve learned more about it. 

Testing will be done in an iterative manner, conducting a user interview 
and white-boarding session and then updating the concept with 
feedback before moving onto the next user. This ensures that the 
project is always moving forward and not getting stagnant as well as 
integrating new ideas into it as soon as possible to receive quick 
feedback on every possibility. 

Why prototype?
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Objective Purpose

Competition is a nasty word to many people. It o!en reminds them of 
middle school sports or a company competition for 1 extra vacation day 
but they rarely think of it as a positive motivator to achieve their goals. 

This needs to change and in order ot make that happen I’m going to focus 
on educating potential users on the benefits of competitive goals before 
introducing them to the product. Having users be excited about 
something they don’t know exists yet is a sure fire way to get them excited 
to find out it’s a reality and not just a broad concept we’re discussing.

Perceptions
It’s okay to be 
competitive!
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In recent years the perception of outdoor activity has really shi!ed in a 
positive way. More people are getting outside and being active and 
national parks are seeing more attendance than ever! 

People’s perceptions of what is possible has shi!ed to encompass an 
ever evolving number of sports and activities that push the human body 
to the limit. 

With so many things to do its hard to convince people to take the easy 
road, not because it's easy but because it's appropriate 

My goal is to encourage the public to take their time and work up to these 
challenges properly. Taking their time to do things right the first time is 
nothing to be shamed about. 

A!er using the app, users will come away feeling confident and prepared 
to tackle their goals. They will have a plan of attack for the months to 
come and can refer back to it at any time. 

Changing 
Perceptions
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The goal of my iterative prototyping sessions was to tackle individual 
challenges within the space that a majority of users face. Focusing on 
small sections of the problem allowed me to prototype and receive 
feedback that was much more relevant and then I can bring everything 
together in as a final solution. 

This approach caused the majority of my prototyping to take the form 
of white boarding, short conversations and card sorting that showed 
me how my potential users approach goal setting and how they feel 
about certain features. 

I held white-boarding & feedback sessions a!er getting the initial ~75 
results from my survey which helped support the decisions made in 
white-boarding. These feedback session were conducted in Sheridan 
College study rooms and involved students from a number of programs 
and grade levels. 

Each white-boarding session focused on a different area of the 
prototype and explored ways to make that specific experience more 
enjoyable and highlight the features users wanted to see in order to be 

Exploring a breadth 
of feedback

Iterations
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At the beginning of last week (Oct 8th) I put out a survey that tackled 
the relationship people have with competition as well as the support 
structure they have to help them accomplish goals. 

This survey asked a number of questions but focused heavily on a 
virtual card sorting activity that asked users how they felt competition 
and it’s effect on their ability to successfully complete goals. 

This activity paired with another sorting activity that asked users to 
order whom they relied upon the most to keep track of their goals. The 
options included the users themselves, spouse, friends and an 
application that tracks their goals for them. 

I needed to reach a broad audience of users in the prototyping phase 
because I knew that while the information I had gained from interviews 
and research was beneficial, my user base extends far beyond college 
students and rock climbers. 

This larger breadth of testing, with over 130 survey responses, was vital 
to the decisions i made in the smaller, more directed white-boarding 
exercises. 

Reaching a broad
audience

Iterations Surveys
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Integrating the information gained from the survey, I set up a white-
boarding with two questions on it. The questions were, which of these, 
(upper diagram) if any, are the primary motivator for you completing a 
goal and how do you receive feedback and updates on your progress 
completing goals? 

The following rankings were from 29 users comments and voting during 
the white-boarding session. This technique was effective because it 
gave users limited choices, based on previous research, and 
encouraged them to clearly rank all 6 options instead of being vague or 
selecting a number of routes. 

Prototyping 
Scenarios

Iterations White-boarding 

Personal
Satisfaction

Earning a
reward

Knowing 
you won

Self
Improvement

Beating an 
old record

Proving 
someone
wrong

6

1

3

4

1

?

Virtually

Notification

In Person

Mail

Verbal

3rd 
Person

1

4

2

5

3

6
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The final testing phase explored methods of presenting information to 
users through a mobile application. With the help of 9 users, I mocked 
up 3 separate mobile designs that focused on a unique experience. 

These scenarios were, competing against themselves, competing 
against friends and general goal tracking that didn’t incorporate a 
competitive aspect. Users overwhelmingly voted for the option 
allowing them to compete with friends in similar goals, as long as it 
incorporated the personal goal tracking of another mockup. 

I iterated through wireframes, updating the whiteboard a!er each user 
gave their feedback and made sure ot see if these changes swayed the 
users looking at the product. The changes made users more 
enthusiastic about the competitive platform but did not sway their 
overall decision to go with it.  

Mobile 
Scenarios

Iterations White-boarding 
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Trusting someone to help you track and accomplish your goals is a 
challenging proposition. In my own experience I was worried about 
telling other people about my goals because it puts pressure on me to 
complete that quickly but not necessarily with a good support 
structure. I was uncomfortable with the thought of my friends knowing I 
was trying to get more muscular because then they might think I was 
unhappy with my body. 

The results from this questions surprised me. I expected, as I mention 
above, that for users to rely on themselves to track their goals would be 
more of a challenge than to rely on a family member or friend. While 
friends and family ranked highly, relying on yourself was the most used 
method of goal tracking but it begs the questions, is it the most 
effective method?

Who can you trust 
if not yourself?
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Competition is a major driving force both in group environments and 
1-on-1 competitive situations. For 56% of users, competing against a 
group is more effective than competing against themselves and the 
same survey showed 70% of users feel competition positively affects 
their motivation to complete a goal. 

This competitive motivation is generally more accepted by users if they 
are competing against friends, with 52% of users feeling  more 
comfortable competing against friends but overall 80% of users feel 
neutral or positive about competition with friends or strangers. 

Competition as 
motivation
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Going through the development stage, conducting more stakholder 
interviews and running white-boarding prototyping sessions, has given 
me a clear vision of what this product needs to be. 

In order to successfully create a product that inspires users to complete 
their goals I need to design a mobile app that allows users to:

Track their goals and break them up into manageable pieces

Compete with other users to achieve a goal

Be rewarded for completing goals

Displays progress within a group of friends in a leaderboard

Requires in-person confirmation of goals from another user 
(Within friends)

•
•
•
•
•

The application will be initially built for Android, using Java, and 
hopefully ported onto iOS in the future. The development & design will 
be completed by myself and I am still working on a time estimate. 

These findings are a direct result of the interviews and prototyping 
conducted in this phase of the project. Each user had unique ideas 
about what they would like to see in the application and these 5 main 
points cover the majority of them. 

These results completely cover the questions laid out in my objectives 
as well as items I wanted to address from my initial research report. 
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